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1 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
power supply: 12v
reception and transmission of rf code
Transmission frequencies: 
433 MHz, 868 MHz, 20-40 MHz
Number of buttons: 4
2 colour led
serial connection
rolling and fixed codes

2 DESCRIpTION
sr remote controls are duplicated garage controls. unlike existing 
remote controls, sr models stand out for their ability to incorporate 
several rolling and fixed controls in a single remote.
these controls allow you to copy a rolling code or fixed code remote 
to any button and to combine them as you wish. they also allow you 
to combine 2 different frequencies on any of the 4 buttons. there are 
only three models with these characteristics, with the capacity to 
house 80% of the remote controls on the market. these models are 
as follows:

• SR-4V - 433MHz
• SR-48 - 433/868 MHz
• SR-Q – 20-40MHz

3  DupLICATION CApACITY
these controls’ duplication capacity is summarised in the following 
table:

SR-4V SR-48 SR-Q

FFIxED CODE 
REMOTES

Binarios

trinarios

rápidos

lentos

Mastercode

ROLLING CODE 
REMOTES

Keeloq

Mutancode

jcm neo

Pujol vario

norton

roper

erreka

doormatic

celinsa

aprimatic tr

gibidi

dea

nice smilo

Beninca

seav

no Keeloq

v2

nice flor

faac

go

ditec

aPriMatic tXM

note how the sr-4v and sr-48 controls copy all of the fixed and a large 
number of the rolling codes on the market. the jcM go remote has 868 
MHz and therefore can only be copied with version 433/868. the quartz 
remote does not copy any rolling codes, these work at 433 or 868 MHz but 
also do not copy the Master codes or Multi frequencies that work at 433 
MHz.

3.1  BRANDS-pHOTOS LIST
FIxED CODE REMOTES

cleMsa e20
cleMsa 
Mastercode

ROLLING CODE REMOTES

jcM neo jcM go Mutancode roPer

norton Pujol vario doorMatic celinsa

nice sMilo nice flor dea giBidi

Beninca seav Bft aPriMatic-tr
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FIxED CODE REMOTES

aPriMatic-tXM faac

ditec v2

aerf 

4  STAND ALONE FuNCTIONE

the steps to follow when face-to-face copying and the interpretation of 
the various led flashes are described in the following section.
this process concerns face-to-face copying of the variable/433 remote. 
the broadcast frequency on this remote is set to 433 MHz for any rolling 
code (Keeloq or other). unlike fixed codes, it does not allow users to 
select a variable frequency.
in the case of remote 433/868, a final step to select the frequency for 
fixed and rolling codes, must be added to the following steps. in this step, 
once the copy has been made and the manual, automatic or clone mode 
selected, the led will flash blue and the first button must be pressed to 
select a frequency of 433 MHz or the second button must be pressed to 
select a frequency of 868 MHz.
the leds corresponding to the sr controls are as follows:

sr-4v: red: 433, 92 MHz / green: variable
sr-48: red: 433, 92 MHz / Blue: 868 MHz
sr-q: green: main freq / Blue: other functions.

in this manual which indicates green led will be blue for the sr-48 and 
sr-q
in this manual which indicates red, will be green for the sr-q.

4.1  INITIAL STEpS COMMON TO ALL CODE TYpES

1 - simultaneously press duplicate remote buttons 1 and 2 until the red 
led flashes.
2 - release both buttons and wait until the red light goes out.
3 - Press the button of the duplicate remote on which you want to pro-
gramme the remote.

When copying a rolling code remote, on selecting a button to copy the 
code to, this button and the following buttons will be copied. i.e. if we 
select button 2 of the duplicate remote, it will copy this original remote 
on buttons 2, 3 and 4. However, these buttons correlate to buttons 1, 2 
and 3 of the original remote. another example:

in fixed code remotes, only the selected button is copied. if the original 
remote has more than one button, they must all be copied by selecting 
various buttons on the short-range remote control.

4 - the red led remains on.
5 - Place the original remote and the duplicate remote face to face on a 
smooth, non-metallic surface, less than 1 cm apart. 

variaBle-433 version. face to face

version 433-868. side on

6- if you want to copy a fixed code remote, press the button of the 
original remote, or any button of the original remote control if it’s a 
rolling code remote.
7 - the short range remote will behave differently depending on the 
code received.

4.2  Steps depending on the code received

When the short range remote receives the code it will first analyse 
whether it is a recognised rolling code. if yes, it will react by illumina-
ting the green led. otherwise, it will assume the code is fixed.

4.2.1 evolutionarY Keeloq

7 – 1 the short range remote goes green when the new code is recei-
ved and then red again to receive a second screen. 
7 – 2 Press the original remote to send a second screen.*
7 – 3 the short range remote goes green. if the codes received are co-
rrect and consecutive and not erreka, Bft or aPriMatic tr, the green 
led will start to flash. You then have to decide between the “Keeloq 
duplication modes” explained in section 2.2.1.1. to complete recording.
7 – 4 if the code is erreka, Bft or aPriMatic, the duplicate remote 
led will go back to red while waiting for a third screen. in this case, 
press the registration button on the original remote.
7 – 5 if it’s one of those three remotes the green led will start flas-
hing. You then have to decide between the “automatic/Manual/clone 
duplication modes” explained in section 4.3.1. to complete recording.
if it’s an evolutionary Keeloq that is not in the list, the led on the 
duplicate remote will return to red to indicate copy failure after three 
attempts. Push any button to exit programming mode.

4.2.2 evolutionarY nice flor-r

7 – 1 the short range remote goes green when the new code is recei-
ved and then red again to receive a second screen. 
7 – 2 Press the original again.*
7 – 3 the short range remote goes green when the new code is recei-
ved and then red again to receive a third screen. 
7 – 4 Press the original again.*
7 – 5 the short range remote goes green when the new code is recei-
ved and then red again to receive a fourth screen. 
7 – 6  Press the original for the last time.*
7 – 7 the short range remote goes green. if the codes received are 
correct and consecutive, the green led starts flashing. then you have 
to decide between the “automatic/clone/ non-evolutionary clone 
duplication modes” explained in section 4.3.2. to complete recording.

4.2.3 evolutionarY v2
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7 – 1 the short range remote goes green. if the code received is correct, 
the green led starts flashing. then you have to decide between the 
“automatic/clone/ non-evolutionary clone duplication modes” explained 
in section 4.3.2. to complete recording.

4.2.4 evolutionarY aPriMatic tXM
77 – 1 the short range remote goes green when the new code is received 
and then red again to receive a second screen. 
7 – 2 Press the original again.*
7 – 3 the short range remote goes green. if the codes received are correct 
and consecutive, the green led starts flashing. then you have to decide 
between the “automatic/clone/ non-evolutionary clone duplication 
modes” explained in section 4.3.2. to complete recording.

4.2.5 evolutionarY go (onlY eXists in version 433-868)
7 – 1 the short range remote goes green. if the code received is correct, 
the green led starts flashing. then you have to decide between the 
“automatic/Manual/clone duplication modes” explained in section 4.3.1. 
to complete recording.

4.2.6 evolutionarY faac Master
this remote needs 4 consecutive screens plus a seed screen for each 
channel that you wish to record. the screens must be consecutive. 
7 – 1 the short range remote goes green when the new code is received 
and then red again to receive a second screen. 
7 – 2 Press the original again. *
7 – 3 the short range remote goes green when the new code is received 
and then red again to receive a third screen. 
7 – 4 Press the original again.*
7 – 5 the short range remote goes green when the new code is received 
and then red again to receive a fourth screen. 
7 – 6 Press the original again.*
7 – 7 the short range remote turns flashing red then red. this indicates 
that the seed should be introduced. 
7 – 8  simultaneously press all the buttons of the original remote. the ori-
ginal remote will start to flash. When it flashes, press the original button 
you pressed earlier to send the four screens.
7 – 9 the short range remote will receive the code and will switch off if 
the copy was correctly implemented. if the copy failed, it will go back to 
red to indicate an error.
repeat all of the steps for the other buttons you want to copy.

4.2.7 evolutionarY ditec
7 – 1 the short range remote goes green when the new code is received 
and then red again to receive a second screen. 
7 – 2 Press the original again.*
7 – 3 the short range remote goes green. if the codes received are correct 
and consecutive, the green led starts flashing. then you have to decide 
between the “automatic/clone/ non-evolutionary clone duplication 
modes” explained in section 4.3.2. to complete recording.

* You must press the original remote consecutively.

4.2.8 fiXed code reMotes
When the remote read is not any of the above models, we assume that it 
is a fixed code remote. the code transmitted by the original is not a rolling 
code or a nice or a v2 or an aprimatic or a go. in this case:
7 – 1 the short range remote turns flashing red. this indicates that a fixed 
code has been detected. Press any button to make the red led light up.
7 – 2  Press the original again.
7 – 3 the short range remote turns flashing green. indicate the desired 
frequency by pressing button 1 or button 2. (1 if it’s 433 and 2 if it’s 
variable).
7 – 4 it will stay red for a few seconds until all the data has been recorded 
and then it will switch off, indicating that the copy has been made 
correctly.

4.3 ROLLING CODE DupLICATION MODES
4.3 rolling code duPlication Modes

•automatic duplication Mode 

auto Press the first button of the duplicate remote when the 
green led is flashing. We generate a compatible remote 
that must be registered with the installation.

•  Manual duplication Mode

manual - 
1 

Press the second button of the duplicate remote when the 
green light flashes. 

manual -2  now enter the number to be added or removed from 
the original remote. enter it by using the buttons in the 
following manner:

manual 
-3  

the first button on the duplicate remote is the units, the 
second button represents the tens and the third button 
represents the hundreds. in this way, if we want to add 
127 places, press the third button once, the second button 
twice and the third button seven times.

manual-4 Button 4 can be both add and subtract. the led is green 
for add and red for subtract. 

manual 
-5 

finally, press the registration button of the duplicate 
remote to exit this mode.

•Cloning Mode

clone Press the third button of the duplicate remote when the 
led is flashing. this will generate a clone that is identical 
to the original.

•Scanner duplication Mode

Scanner this option exists for the Mutancode and erreka controls. 
to do that we have to press the fourth button. this option 
generates a process that will make a scan of different se-
rial numbers. after having made the process this way, we 
go to the garage and press the button where the control 
is recorded. this will start to emit codes starting from the 
original serial number forwards. When we see the door 
open, press the backwards button to stop the scan.
as the scan is very quick, it is possible that the code whe-
re the scan stops is higher than the one really needed. 
therefore we have to wait till the door is closed again 
and then we press the button where we have recorded 
the control. in this case, codes will be emitted backwards 
but much slower. When the door opens again we press 
the backwards button for 5 seconds until both leds flash.
the increase or decrease operation can be re-started by 
pressing any button for 3 seconds except the backwards 
one.

4.3.2autoMatic/clone/non-evolutionarY clone duPlication 
Modes

• automatic duplication Mode

auto Press the first button of the duplicate remote when the 
green led is flashing. We generate a compatible remote 
that must be registered with the installation.

• Cloning Mode

clone Press the third button of the blank remote when the green 
light is flashing. We generate a remote that’s identical to 
the original.

• non-evolutionary Cloning Mode

Clon-
noevol 

Press the second button of the duplicate remote when the 
green light flashes. this generates a remote that’s iden-
tical to the original, in fixed mode, so that it will always 
send the same screen.

Please consult the diagram on the following page for guidance.
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4.4DIAGRAM OF THE STEpS NEEDED WHEN COpYING

4.4.1 SR-4V

4.4.2 SR-48

4.4.3 SR-4Q
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5.  pC OpERATION

the sr remote can be connected to a Pc using a special 6-pin cable on 
one end and a usB connection at the other. this cable can be exclusive to 
the Pc connection or integrated along with the frequency metre.

in both cases, the usB cable must be connected to the Pc and the 6 pin 
cable connected to the remote, as shown in the diagram.

Pc operation requires a java application that will help produce the copies 
in a guided manner and will use additional options such as code saving, 
generating copies without the original or reading faac slave screens. 
Before installing the application, check that java is installed and if not, 
download it directly from the following link: 
http://www.java.com/es/download/

this application is compatible with Windows, Mac os or linux operating 
systems with 32 or 64 bits. to use it, copy the exe file and the relevant 
libraries depending on your operating system.
the relevant communications drivers must also be installed in accordance 
with the operating system.

5.1 INSTALLING THE AppLICATION

5.1.1 WindoWs installation:
the clienterollfixWindows folder contains the following information:

 
first execute the driver installers. the following screen will appear 
indicating: “installing driver...” and “ftdi cdM driver installation process 
completed” when the driver has been installed.
 

next connect the dongle and wait for the drivers to be automatically 
installed in your system. You will see an icon in the lower right section of 
the new device while it is installing.
finally, ensure that the jsdX.dll and rxtxserial.dll libraries are appropriate 
for your operating system. two files for 32 or 64 bit systems are found in 
the Windows libraries file. only copy the right files into the main folder.

When you have finished this installation you can execute the ‘clienteroll-
fixProx.jar’ programme. if the application asks which programme you want 
to use to open it (with java installed) use the jarfix.exe programme (in the 
clienterollfixWindows folder) to simply connect the .jar extension to java.

5.1.2 Mac installation
You will find the following files in the clienterollProxMac folder as well as 
a libraries file with the necessary files for operating systems functioning at 
32 or 64 bits.
like Windows, you need to install the communication drivers. You will find 
the ftdiusBserialdriver_v2_2_17.dmg folder in the corresponding x86 or 
x64 folder. execute it to install the corresponding drivers.
then copy the librxtxserial.jnilib and librxtxserial.jnilib libraries into the 
applications folder.
finally copy the libsdx.dylib folder into the /use/local/lib directory. if the /lib 
file does not exist inside /local, create it.
for correct usB communication folder/var/lock must exist and be accessible 
by the user. otherwise you will receive the error “comPortinuse”. if it does 
not exist or does not have the correct permissions  perform the following 
actions:

create the folder/var/lock if it is not created: # sudo mkdir/var/lock
give permissions to this folder: # chmod 777/var/lock

once these operations have been carried out you can launch the application 
by double clicking on the clienterollfixProx.jar file.

5.1.3 linuX installation
You will find the following files in the clienterollProxMac folder as well as 
a libraries file with the necessary files for operating systems functioning at 
32 or 64 bits.

installation may vary depending on the operating system, be it ubuntu, 
debian, solaris, red Hat, etc.
the latest versions of these operating systems include the ftdi_sio library 
belonging to the ftdi chip communications model for virtual coM ports. it is 
therefore enough to simply copy the libjsdX.so and librxtxserial.so libraries 
into the applications folder. once this is carried out, simply execute the 
clienterollProx.bat file.
for other versions, you may need to install the ftdi_sio manually. there are 
two ways of doing so.
1. install the ftdi_sio.tar.gz file from the relevant x86 or x64 folder. follow 
these steps to do so:
a. create a temporary folder in the system
b. extract the ftdi_sio.tar.gz files to the temporary folder
 i. “gunzip ftdi_sio.tar.gz”
 ii. “tar -xvf ftdi_sio.tar”
c. compile the driver driver
   i. “make”
d. connect the ftdi device
e. check whether the driver is loaded by default
f. “lsmod” – will show the loaded ftdi_io driver

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

driver installers

application execu-
table
library for the 
adequate dongle

adequate communi-
cations library

communications driver (not 
alwaysrequired)

executable folder
dogle librarya
communication library
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g. delete the default driver
h.“rmmod ftdi_sio”
i. install the new driver
j. “insmod ftdi_sio.o”

2. install the most up to date ftdi_sio linux version for your operating 
system

a. /sbin/modprobe -v ftdi_sio

if there are communication problems, try some of the following solutions:
When connecting the usB, check whether it has been properly set up with 
the following instructions:
lsusb - > see usB devices
cat /proc/tty/driver/usbBerial -> see usb serial devices loaded
You can also install the rxtx libraries from the following repositories:
apt-get install librxtx-java -> install the librxtx and rXtXcomm.jar libraries
the libraries will be saved at the following paths:
librxtx -> /usr/lib/jni/librxtxserial.so
rXtXcomm -> /usr/share/java/rXtXcomm.jar
it’s a good idea to delete the visual impairment module as it can interfere 
with the serial usb
apt-get remove blrtty -> visual impairment module that creates conflicts 
with the serial usb
give usB permissions to all users:
/lib/udev/rules.d/50...default.
create a line for kernel=“ttyusB=“ .....Mode=0666 and copy it to /etc/
udev/rules.d

5.2 AppLICATION FuNCTION
once the application has been installed, execute the clienterollProx.
jar file in Windows or Mac or the clienterollProx.bat in linux and the 
following window will open.

 
start screen

the usB licenses supplied are disabled and you need to register to 
activate them. You can register online or manually. if you select the online 
option, a form will open for completion and sending and in a few seconds 
the dongle will be activated.

5.2.1 activation
if you register manually, you must enter the authorization number provided 
by alejandro altuna. to obtain this number, call alejandro altuna and 
provide the registration information.

online activation form
 

Manual activation
once the dongle has been activated, the window displayed will allow you 
to activate the ‘connection’ and ‘saved codes’ options in the menu.

the ‘saved codes’ option allows you to consult the saved codes and load 
them when a sr remote is connected.

5.2.2 connection
to connect the remote using the application, you must follow these steps:

1. connect the cable to the computer’s usB port and the 6-pin cable with 
the PcB drawing to the top. 
2. simultaneously press buttons 3 and 4 on the remote until the red led 
flashes and release both buttons. 
3.Press the connect button in the application.
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the application is contacting the remote

once you are connected, the ‘sr remote’ option and all its options can be 
used.

the remote is connected and the functions are available

You can carry out the following options:
• Analyse Original: An analysis is made of the original control, showing 
information like serial numbers, positions of switches or other parameters 
and that allows making a final copy of the analysis if needed.

• Guided Copy: The original remote is copied on the SR remote by fo-
llowing the messages that appear intuitively on the screen.

• Read Remote: This option enables you to read the type of code stored on 
each of the sr remote buttons. When the reading is finished, it gives you 
the option of saving the code.

• SW Compatible: Allows you to copy a remote with a DIP-Switch on a 
sr remote with modifiable switches or with no switches by generating a 
compatible copy that’s identical to the original.

•  Generate Remote: You can generate a rolling code or fixed code remote 
without needing the original. a new remote is generated by entering the 
right data or loading a code that was saved previously.

• FAAC screens: This option is important when you have tried to copy a 
slave faac onto a sr. as the original remote is a slave, it cannot send 
the activation screen, which is only available from master remotes, so 
the screens are saved on the sr as information, although it has not been 
possible to make a copy. this option reads the screens to send them to al-
tuna and generate a master screen that will enable you to make copies.

•  Delete Remote: This option deletes the codes saved on the remote

5.2.3 guided duPlication

this option allows you to copy a rolling code or fixed code remote intui-
tively and in a guided manner, without having a detailed knowledge of 
remote technology. 
When you press this option, the following window opens:

to initiate the copy process, press the ‘start’ button. the remote’s red led will 
start to flash and will display the following message.

 

When the led stops flashing, the application will ask you to select a channel 
from 1 to 4, where you wish to save the code it has read from the original. 
Press the button for the desired channel.

 
then place the original remote and blank remote face to face and press the 
button of the original remote until the led on the sr reacts. 
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once the remote has captured the code from the original, the application 
will display a message concerning the information received. for rolling 
code remotes, the application will display the following screen showing 
the screen received. 

5.2.4 rolling code
in this case, as with the rolling codes, it will ask you for a second screen to 
decode the remote and in some cases may request a third screen from the 
registration button.

When the second screen requested has been sent, if the code has been de-
coded, it will display information about the type of remote, serial number, 
counter, personalisation and seed if these are required.

When processing fixed code, it will simply inform you that a fixed code has 
been processed.

 

You can copy automatically, Manually, or by cloning and in some cases 
clonnoroll (non-rolling clone) on rolling code remotes.

automatic Mode: the remote will generate a new serial number with the 
counter at 0. the remote generated is compatible with the original, which 
must be registered with the installation.

Manual duplication Mode: in some cases, for example Keeloq remotes 
(standard rolling code remote), it’s a good idea to enter a specific serial 
number with specific pulsations. this is essential when the installation is 
full of codes and you want your remote to have the same serial number as 
one already registered with the installation.

cloning Mode: this produces a remote with an identical serial number to 
the original. the number of pulsations can be modified, although it records 
identical pulsations to the original by default. this mode must be used to 
change the original remote for a sr as both cannot be used at once on the 
installation if they are not synchronized.

clonnoroll Mode: in this case, an exact copy is made of a rolling code 
remote, which operates as a fixed code. it’s used when the original remote 
receiver is configured in fixed mode despite the fact that it’s a rolling code 
remote, and that it enables rolling codes.
scanner Mode: this option exists for the Mutancode and erreka controls 
and generates a process that will make a scan of different serial numbers 
in order to find a possible position in the receiver. 
When you press the manual button, the following screen will appear. enter 
the value to add or subtract from the original serial number to generate the 

desired serial number.

if you wish to delete them, press the del key.
once the serial number has been modified, press the enter key to confirm.

 
When the new serial number has been confirmed, the application will ask if 
you wish to modify the number of pulsations. it will save the same number 
of pulsations as the original remote by default. if you wish to modify these 
pulsations press ‘Yes’ and if not, ‘no’.

When you press ‘Yes’ to modify the pulsations, a new screen will open. 
enter the desired value here. 
the value is the same as the original by default, meaning that you have to 
press ‘del’ to delete this value and enter the desired value.
once you have entered the desired value, press enter.

if you have successfully copied the remote, the application will display the 
message: “correct coPY”.
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5.2.5 fiXed code
a similar process is used to copy fixed codes. once the remote has cap-
tured the fixed code, the application will display the following window:

 
the remote will detect that it is fixed code and will ask you to press 
‘enter’ in order to read it. When you press ‘enter’, the next screen opens, 
asking you to press the original remote so it can capture the code.

 
once the code has been captured, press button 1 if the original remote is 
a 433 remote or button 2 if the original remote uses a variable frequency. 
in this second case, you must adjust the frequency once recording is 
finished.

 
When you select the frequency, the remote starts to save the information 
and displays the following message.

 

When the copy is completed, the application will display “correct 
coPY” and the code it has read.

With fixed codes, you can verify whether reading and saving were 
correct. to do so, press the ‘verify’ button.

 

on pressing the ‘verify’ button, a second window opens. it only displays 
the code that has been read while the remote recovers the code saved
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if the code read and the saved code coincide, the application will display 
the following message: ‘verification oK’. if this is not the case it will 
produce an error message.

5.2.6 read reMote
this option allows you to read the codes stored on the various buttons of 
the duplicate sr remote.
this option allows us to verify that the code saved is correct after 
copying. 
once the code has been read it also allows you to store this code for 
later use.
When you press this option, the following window opens.

choose the sr remote button you want to read in this window. once 
you have selected it, press ‘read’ and the following screen will open.

the information saved on the remote will appear on the screen. the code 
type is displayed first.

When it’s rolling code, it will also display the manufacturer, serial 
number, counter, channel, frequency, seed and personalisation. the last 
two pieces of information depend on the type of remote.
if it’s a fixed code, the application will first ask whether you wish to load 
the entire code on the screen. 

 
if you answer ‘Yes’, the code will be displayed in the lower section of the 
window once it has loaded. if you answer ‘no’, the screen will simply tell 
you that it is a fixed code.

every time it reads a code, the application will ask you if you want to 
save it, as shown in the following diagram. saving the code can be useful 
if you want to produce more remotes for a known installation in future, 
without having to have the original remote for that installation with you 
every time you wish to produce a copy.
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When you press ‘Yes’, a new window opens where you can enter the key 
data in order to find the code in future searches.
 

finally, when a rolling code has been read, you can press the ‘register on 
the receiver’ button to see a Pdf with the instructions for activating the 
remote on the receiver.
there is a third button – ‘generate other’ which is used to create another 
new remote from the information read. in this case, depending on whether 
the code read is rolling code or fixed code, the respective ‘generate rolling 
code’ or ‘generate fixed code’ windows will open. these options are 
described in chapters 3.4 and 3.5 of this manual.

5.2.7 generate coMPatiBle
this option allows you to copy a fixed code with diP-switches from one 
remote to another in such a way that the new remote will also have 
diP-switches. this option is valid if you want to have a remote copy with 
switches that send different code when pressed. this function analyses 
the code to try and de-code the position of each of the original remote’s 
micro-switches.

the process for copying a remote that’s compatible with diP-switches is 
described below.
When you press this option, the following window opens.

Press the ‘start reading’ option to start the process of generating a compa-
tible remote.

When you press ‘start reading’ you will be asked to enter the original 
remote’s code type (binary or ternary*), frequency (433 or other) and 
switch positions. to enter the switch positions, you first have to 
activate the upper check box.

once you have entered all the data, press next.

*nB: if the diP-switch has three positions (top, middle bottom) then 
it’s a ternary remote. if it only has two positions (top, bottom), then 
it’s a binary remote.

 

once all the fields have been entered and you have pressed ‘next’ 
the application will ask you to place the original and duplicate remo-
tes face to face and then press ‘next’.

once the remotes are facing each other, press the button on the 
original remote until the led on the duplicate remote reacts and the 
application will display a new message.

When the remote has received the code and analysed it, the appli-
cation will display whether it’s a binary, ternary or multi-frequency 
remote (binary has different pulsations). You will find the standard 
pattern, which has the same positions as the original remote, among 
the switches displayed. the other positions complete the code sent 
in addition to the switch codes.
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then, if there are more buttons for recording information than the 
original remote, press ‘next’ and the application will ask you to press the 
corresponding button. if all of the original remote’s buttons have been 
read, press ‘finish readings’.

When you press ‘next’, the application will ask you to press the buttons 
on the original remote in turn.
once all of the readings have been taken and you have pressed ‘finish 
readings,’ the application will display the message to change all the 
positions on the original remote. this action is required so that the 
duplicate remote knows which position to start from and it completes the 
original remote switch pattern. it searches by comparing previous with 
later readings.
if the original remote has no switches and the copy has been made using 
this mode, you can press ‘original has no switches.’

once you have modified all the positions, press ‘next’. then repeat the 
same readings of the original remote, but this time with the switches 
changed. once the same number of readings have been repeated, 
press ‘next’ and the following message will appear indicating that the 
readings have been carried out.

Press ‘next’ to see the following screen, where you must select the 
button(s) to record the code read.

When you press ‘next’ the application will ask you to select the buttons 
where you want to save the code read. it will then ask you to choose the 
buttons for each code read.

 
once all of the buttons have been selected, when you press ‘next’ the 
application will show the position in which you have to place the switches 
on the original remote and the position in which you have to place the 
switches on the duplicate remote, where relevant.
duplication is now finished.
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5.2.8 generate a rolling code reMote

this option allows you to generate a series of rolling codes that are recog-
nised by the application. the remote can be created from scratch or you 
can load it with a code that you saved earlier and modify the desired data, 
usually the serial number, to create a compatible remote. 
in the first case, the following window opens.

You need to know the data for the remote you are going to generate, such 
as the manufacturer, serial number and counter or the seed and personali-
sation if necessary.

in the example displayed here, the manufacturer is ‘Mutancode’ and the 
serial and meter numbers have been entered. in addition, this particular 
manufacturer tends to have a personalisation number, so this value is 
entered if you know what it is. if no value is entered enter, zero will be 
allocated.

in the case of other manufacturers such as 1st gen jcM, 2nd gen jcM 
or go, you need to select the type of jcM so that the second combination 
is suitable. the example shows the manufacturer ‘1st gen jcM’ type 
‘forsa’. You can also see that ‘Personalisation’ and ‘seed’ are disabled 
as this manufacturer doesn’t use them.

once the values have been entered, press the ‘generate’ button and 
the remote will be duplicated. the bottom application will indicate ‘the 

following remote has been generated: XXXXX’

if you don’t know the information to enter to generate a remote, you can 
load a previously saved code and modify the desired data, normally the 
serial number, to create a compatible remote.

When you press ‘generate rolling remote’ -> ‘load remote’ the 
following window opens.

Here you can search the codes stored by various criteria such as the day, 
moth, year, client, remote, frequency, or code type installation. 

once you have searched under the required criteria, choose the selected 
code and press ‘load’. the rolling code generation window will open, 
showing the data saved and allowing you to modify any of these pieces 
of information. as above, press ‘generate’ and the remote will be 
copied.
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5.2.9 generating fiXed reMotes
as with rolling codes, this option allows you to generate fixed code remo-
tes from among those reprogrammed in the application or to load a code 
that you stored earlier.

When you select this option, the following window opens.

select the manufacturer, the type of remote you wish to generate, the fre-
quency, desired switch positions, the channel and the sr remote buttons 
on which this remote is to be generated.
finally press ‘generate’ to create the remote and the application will send 
the code.

the lower progress menu will demonstrate the code sent percentage. as 
the remote has to save all the information after sending, it will progress 
more slowly after 75%. Wait patiently until it finishes saving and the 
following message will be displayed.

 

When the copy has finished, the application displays a reminder of the 
frequency to which this remote should be set.
in the specific case of the ‘Mastercode’ remote, there’s a new field for 
entering ‘Personalisation’ and ‘individualisation’ as these are values that 
are usually loaded on ‘Mastercode’ remotes.

as when generating rolling code remotes, you can also generate a fixed 
code using previously saved codes.
as for rolling codes, the codes are filtered according to the search 
criteria and the desired code is selected. then press the ‘load’ button.

When the code is loaded the application displays the ‘generate fixed 
code’ screen with the digital signal of the code loaded. simply select the 
frequency and buttons where you want to save that code on the sr.
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 5.2.10 faac screens

this option is a specific function for copying faac slH remotes. faac 
remotes can be master and slave remotes. to copy a faac remote, you 
need to transfer the seed code from the master remote to the duplicate 
concerned. in general, clients only have a slave faac from which they 
wish to make the copy, however these faac remotes are not capable of 
transmitting the seed code, making it impossible to copy.

for sr remotes, you need to copy each faac remote button separately, 
even though it’s a rolling code. in addition, 4 readings and a final reading of 
the seed code need to be performed for each button. When there is no seed 
code, the sr remote cannot complete the duplication, although it saves the 
four screens read for each button in the memory.

these four sections can be read using this option in the application and 
sent to altuna. at altuna, these four screens per button are used to 
obtain the seed codes belonging to each button. once these have been ob-
tained, they are sent to the client so that they can use the generate rolling 
option to create a faac remote using the seed option from altuna. the 
remote generated by the client is a master remote and they can then use it 
to generate as many remotes as they wish from this master.

as it takes time for altuna to obtain the seed codes and numerous 
clients may request this service, we recommend saving the master remotes 
generated and creating a copy to give to the client. in this way, when you 
need to produce a new copy of the same installation, altuna clients will 
already have a master remote that they can copy, without having to send 
the screens for analysis.

the window for reading these screens is the following:

 

Press the ‘read faac screens’ button to read the screens stored in the sr. 

You can see how they tried to copy a faac code on button 1, but not on the other 
buttons.

then press the ‘create screens file’ button to generate a text file to send to 
altuna for analysis.

5.2.11 codes saved
tas explained above, the application has an option for saving and loading codes 
registered in a database.

this option allows you to search codes using various criteria, such as date, code 
type, client, installation, frequency or remote.

When you use this option, the following window opens.

 

as you can see, this option can be used without needing to connect an sr remote.

Press the ‘search’ button without specifying any criteria to see all of the codes 
stored in the database.

When you select the desired entry, you can load the code or delete the entry so 
long as a remote is connected. 
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5.2.12 original analYsis
this option allows us to analyse the original remote without having to perform the 
entire ‘guided duplication’ process.
When you press this option, the following screen opens:

Press the ‘analyse original’ button to start analysing the remote. first it will ask 
you to turn the original remote to face it in order to perform the reading.

 

for rolling code, as when you make a guided copy, you have to send two, three or 
four screens according to the remote type. the original remote information will be 
displayed in the lower frame once it has been analysed.
once analysis has completed you can copy it. to do so, select the button onto 
which you wish to duplicate the copy  (for rolling codes, the code is copied onto 
all of the buttons after the selected button). if there is no reply within 30 seconds, 
the system deduces that you don’t want to make a copy and continues to display 
the information.

 

However, if you have decided to copy the remote, having carried out the analysis 
the programme jumps to the guided duplication screen and displays the relevant 
copy options.

 

as when making a guided duplicate, when the remote analysed is a fixed 
code remote it asks you to press ‘enter’ to read the complete code from 
the start.

 

if you press the original again, the switch information is displayed (if it’s a 
diP-switch remote,) along with the screen read.
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When you close the window, it will give the option to copy or not to copy 
the read code. if you wish to copy it, the programme jumps to the guided 
duplication window, showing the select frequency step.

6 REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY REMOTES 
ON THE RECEIVER

REGISTERING CLEMSA MuTANCODE EVOLuTIONARY REMOTES
the receivers for these remotes allow you to remotely register remotes 
without having to touch the receiver or use the button on the circuit board.
Remote registration
1. stand near the receiver, open the original remote’s battery cover and 
press and release the button next to the battery.
the receiver should beep twice to indicate that it has entered programming 
mode.
if not, please try again. if the receiver does not beep, remote registration 
may be disabled. try registering directly on the receiver.
if the receiver correctly beeped twice
2. You must press the button of the remote you wish to register within 30 
econds of the two beeps.
the receiver will then emit a short beep, to indicate that the remote was 
registered correctly.
if the receiver does not emit a short beep, the memory could be full preven-
ting remote registration without permission from the installer.
3. once 30 seconds have passed from the last activation, the receiver will 
quit programming mode. 
if all of the steps were carried out correctly, try the new remote, which 
should now function.
Registering directly on the receiver
1. the receiver button can be located on the side or by removing the lid of 
the receiver on the electronic box.
2. activate the switch on the receiver’s electronic card.
the receiver should beep twice to indicate that it has entered programming 
mode. then continue with point 2 from the previous method. 

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY JCM REMOTES
he system for registering evolutionarY jcM reMotes is the same for 
all models and personalisations, except the 868 MHz. 
You can use 3 methods to register these remotes.
distance registration in Pin-Mode
if pin-Mode is written on the receiver, proceed as follows:
1. stand near the receiver and press the button on the back of the remote 
that you want to register with a pointed object. 
the receiver will emit a long beep to indicate that the remote has been 
successfully registered.
Remote registration using the installation remote
1. stand near the receiver and press the button on the back of the registe-
red remote with a pointed object.
the receiver will emit a long beep to indicate that it is in registration mode.
2. Within 10 seconds after this beep, press the button of the remote that 
you want to register.
the receiver will emit a short beep to indicate that the remote has been 
registered.
if the receiver does not emit a short beep indicating successful registration, 
the memory could be full preventing registration without permission from 
the installer.

3. after 10 seconds, the receiver will exit programming mode and will emit 2 short 
beeps.
Registering directly on the receiver
1. open the receiver and find a switch or button marked ‘Prog’.
2. Press the button or activate the switch.
the receiver will emit a long beep and the led will light up. now proceed to step 
2 of the previous method.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY ROpER REMOTES
this receiver does not usually permit radio registration. as a result, we advise 
using the direct registration method. However, both procedures are described 
here.
Remote registration (not usually permitted)
1. stand near the receiver and press the button on the back of the registered remo-
te with a pointed object.
the receiver will emit a long beep to indicate that it is in registration mode.
2. Within 10 seconds after this beep, press the button of the remote that you want 
to register.
the receiver will emit a short beep to indicate that the remote has been registe-
red.
if the receiver does not permit registration, the memory could be full preventing 
registration without permission from the installer.
3. after 10 seconds, the receiver will exit programming mode and will emit 3 short 
beeps.
Registering directly on the receiver
1. open the roPer receiver.
2. find a small button stamped Prog/res.
3. Press the button and hold it down for one or two seconds until the receiver 
beeps. 
 the receiver beeps.
4 release the receiver button and press the button on the remote you wish to 
register. if you want to record more than one remote, use this opportunity to press 
a button for each remote that you wish to register.
every time you press a remote to register it, the receiver will beep to indicate that 
it has been successfully registered.
5. Wait 10 seconds when finished.
the receiver will emit three beeps to indicate that it has quit programming mode.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY NORTON REMOTES
the system for registering norton evolutionary remotes is the same as the 
procedure for jcM models.
You can use 3 methods to register these remotes.
distance registration in Pin-Mode
if pin-Mode is written on the receiver, proceed as follows:
1. stand near the receiver and press the button on the back of the remote you wish 
to register with a pointed object.
the receiver will emit a long beep to indicate that the remote has been successfu-
lly registered.
Remote registration using the installation remote
1. stand near the receiver and press the button on the back of the registered remo-
te with a pointed object.
the receiver will emit a long beep to indicate that it is in registration mode.
2. Within 10 seconds after this beep, press the button of the remote that you want 
to register.
the receiver will emit a short beep to indicate that the remote has been registe-
red.
if the receiver does not emit a short beep indicating successful registration, the 
memory could be full preventing registration without permission from the installer.
3. after 10 seconds, the receiver will exit programming mode and will emit 2 short 
beeps.
Registering directly on the receiver
1. open the receiver and find a switch or button marked ‘Prog’.
2. Press the button or activate the switch.
the receiver will emit a long beep and the led will light up. now proceed to step 
2 of the previous method.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY ERREKA REMOTES
the receivers for erreka remotes allow you to remotely register remotes without 
having to touch the receiver or using the button on the receiver’s circuit board.
ROLLER REMOTE
Remote registration
1. stand near the receiver, open the battery cover and press the button beside the 
battery on the remote that already works with the installation or the registration 
button of the programmed remote.
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When the led on the receiver lights up, release the button.
2. Press the button on the remote you wish to register.
the receiver will emit a short beep to indicate that the remote has been registe-
red.
if the receiver doesn’t beep it may be due to:
• The receiver memory is full or the installer has filled it on purpose. You cannot 
register the remote without contacting the installer.
3. once 30 seconds have passed from the last activation, the receiver will quit 
programming mode and the led will go out.
registering directly on the receiver
1. remove the receiver cover and move the switch to the on position.
the receiver lights the led. Proceed to step 2 of the previous procedure.
sol reMote
Both registration procedures are the same as for the roller remote. the only diffe-
rence is if you wish to activate the receiver programming mode, you have to bridge 
the first and fifth pins of the original remote so that the receiver enters program-
ming mode, and then remove the bridge once it’s in programming mode.
You don’t have to do this if you activate registration using the programmed remote 
as it has a button for this purpose on the back.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY BFT REMOTES
the receivers for these remotes allow you to remotely or directly register remotes. 
Remote registration for BFT MITTO remotes
1. stand in front of the receiver and press the button hidden on the back of the 
original Bft remote for 2 seconds.
2. Press the left hand button on the front of the original remote for 2 seconds.
3. Press the registration button on the back of the programmed remote. 
4. finally press the first button of the programmed remote.
Direct registration of BFT TRC or MITTO remotes
1. open the receiver and and press the first button (sW-1) of the two marked 
sW-1 and sW-2.
a green light should flash on the receiver.
2. open the battery cover of the existing remote, or the duplicated remote and 
press the button inside.
the light on the receiver should stay on.
3. Press the button on the remote you wish to register.
the light on the receiver goes back to flashing and goes out after 30 seconds 
indicating that the registration process has finished.
comments
if the procedure does not work satisfactorily, this may be as the receiver memory 
is full, which prevents new registrations without permission from the installer.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY puJOL VARIO REMOTES
the system for registering evolutionary Pujol vario remotes is the same as the 
jcM procedure.
You can use 3 methods to register these remotes.
distance registration in Pin-Mode
if pin-Mode is written on the receiver, proceed as follows:
1. stand near the receiver and press the button on the back of the remote you wish 
to register with a pointed object.
the receiver will emit a long beep to indicate that the remote has been successfu-
lly registered.
Remote registration using the installation remote
1. stand near the receiver and press the button on the back of the registered remo-
te with a pointed object.
the receiver will emit a long beep to indicate that it is in registration mode.
2. Within 10 seconds after this beep, press the button of the remote that you want 
to register.
the receiver will emit a short beep to indicate that the remote has been registe-
red.
if the receiver does not emit a short beep indicating successful registration, the 
memory could be full preventing registration without permission from the installer.
3. after 10 seconds, the receiver will exit programming mode and will emit 2 short 
beeps.
Registering directly on the receiver
1. open the receiver and find a switch or button marked Prog.
2. Press the button or activate the switch.
the receiver will emit a long beep and the led will light up. now proceed to step 
2 of the previous method.

REGISTERING NICE REMOTES
nice receivers enable you to register remotely and directly on the receiver. 
the Bio version and regenerative versions of the verY and flo models must 
also be registered in addition to the evolutionary versions.
BIO AND EVOLuTIONARY FLOR, VERYR AND SMILO REMOTES
Remote registration
1. stand close to the receiver and press the first button on the remote you 
wish to register for five seconds.
the led on the receiver will flash before going on.
2. slowly press the first button of the existing remote three times and then 
press the button on the new remote.
the receiver has registered the new remote. Wait 15 seconds to test it.
registering directly on the receiver
1. remove the receiver cover and press the electronic card button for about 
3 seconds until the led goes on. 
2. Within 10 seconds, press the button on the remote you wish to register 
for at least 2 seconds.
the receiver has registered the new remote. Wait 15 seconds to test it.
VERY RESONANCE REMOTE
to register this remote you must know the position of the 10 receiver 
switches!!!
remote registration
1. Press the 2 buttons on the remote you want to register simultaneously.
the led will go on.
2. enter the 10 codes within 5 seconds. Proceed as follows.
3. Press the first button (top button) if the switch is on and the second 
button if it’s off. Press 10 times for the 10 codes.
WARNING
You have to register Bio and verY resonance remotes if you are using an 
original remote, but you don’t have to register them if you’re using a copy of 
a remote that already works this installation.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY GIBIDI REMOTES
Registering directly on the receiver
1. open the receiver and locate the programming button on the circuit board.
2. Press the button for a moment.
the led on the receiver will flash.
3. Within 10 seconds, press the button on the remote you wish to register.
after a while the receiver will exit programming mode.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY DEA REMOTES
dea receivers work in fixed or evolutionary mode. You can select the mode 
by placing a jumper in specific positions. the jumper is located in the central 
section of the circuit board and the positions are marked on the board as a 
(fixed position) or B (evolutionary position).
in evolutionary mode, dea receivers can be registered remotely or directly 
on the receiver. 
Remote registration
1. stand near the receiver and simultaneously press both buttons of the 
remote that already operates the installation.
the led on the receiver will go on indicating that it has entered program-
ming mode.
2. Press the button of the remote that you want to register within 5 seconds.
the led on the receiver will flash and then go out, indicating that it was 
successfully programmed.
Registering directly on the receiver
1. open the receiver and press and release the button marked P1 to the right 
of the board underneath a led.
the led will go on indicating that the receiver has entered ‘memorise’ 
mode. 
Make sure you release the P1 button when the led goes on as if you keep it 
pressed down until it goes off, you will erase the receiver’s memory.
2. Press the left button of the remote you wish to register.
the led on the receiver will flash, indicating that programming was suc-
cessfully completed.
3. it has been successfully recorded. if you wish to register further remotes, 
repeat point 2 to record them. otherwise, wait until the led turns off to 
complete the recording process and to ensure that the receiver exits memo-
rise mode.
Comments
if you can’t complete the registration process, this may be due to the 
receiver’s memory being full.  if this is the case, the installer is the only 
person able to register remotes.
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REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY CELINSA REMOTES
in evolutionary mode, celinsa receivers can be registered remotely or 
directly on the receiver. 
Remote registration
1. stand near the receiver and press and release the button on the back of 
the remote that currently operates the installation. 
the receiver will beep to indicate that it has entered programming mode.
2. Press the button of the remote that you want to register within 5 
seconds.
the receiver will memorize the code. 
Wait 30 seconds for the receiver to exit programming mode - it will beep 
twice to indicate that it has done so.
Registering directly on the receiver
1.open the receiver and locate the switch with 3 positions (a, B and c). 
Position a is for registering remotes, position B is to delete remotes from 
the system. carefully move the switch to position a.
the receiver will be ready to register new remotes. 
2. Press the button of the remote you wish to register.
the remote code will be memorised.
3.it has been successfully recorded. if you wish to register further remotes, 
repeat point 2 to record them. otherwise, return the switch to position 
c - neutral.
Be careful to move the switch back to position c and not position B, as the 
latter will delete remotes that operate the installation.
WARNING
if you are unable to complete the registration process, this may be due 
to the receiver’s memory being full.  if this is the case, the installer is the 
only person capable of registering remotes.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY DOORMATIC REMOTES
in evolutionary mode, doorMatic receivers can be registered remotely or 
directly on the receiver. 
Remote registration
1. stand near the receiver and press and release the button on the front of 
the remote that currently operates the installation. it’s located beneath the 
remote’s coloured casing. 
the receiver will beep to indicate that it has entered programming mode.
2. Press the button of the remote that you want to register within 5 
seconds.
the receiver will beep twice to indicate that it has memorized the remote. 
Wait 30 seconds for the receiver to exit programming mode - it will beep 
twice to indicate that it has done so.
Registering directly on the receiver
1. open the receiver and locate the button between two leds and a 
receiver card.
the red led turns on and soon after goes out and the green led goes on. 
this indicates that the receiver is ready to receive new remotes. 
2. Press the button to be recorded from the remote you wish to register.
the remote code will be memorised.
Wait 30 seconds for the receiver to exit programming mode - it will beep 
twice to indicate that it has done so.
WARNING
if you are unable to complete the registration process, this may be due to 
the receiver’s memory being full. 
if this is the case, the installer is the only person capable of registering 
remotes.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY GO REMOTES
the go remote is activated directly on the receiver the first time you press 
it. However this option is disabled on some installations and you have to 
programme it manually. 
Manual go remote registration procedure
1. open the receiver and find a switch or button marked ‘Prog’.
2. Press the button or activate the switch.
3. Within 10 seconds after this beep, press the button of the remote that 
you want to register.
the receiver will emit a short beep to indicate that the remote has been 
registered.
if the receiver does not emit a short beep indicating successful registra-
tion, the memory could be full preventing registration without permission 
from the installer.
4. after 10 seconds, the receiver will exit programming mode and will emit 
2 short beeps.
Comments
if the procedure does not work satisfactorily, this may be as the receiver 
memory is full, which prevents new registrations without permission from 
the installer.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY ApRIMATIC TR2 REMOTES
Registering the apRiMatiC tR2 remote
1. stand in front of the receiver and simultaneously press all the keys of 
the transmitter that already operates the installation.
the receiver will emit a long beep.
2. Press the registration button of the duplicated remote.
3.then press any key on the duplicated remote.
the led and buzzer will briefly turn off before coming back on to confirm 
that the remote has been memorized.

REGISTERING EVOLuTIONARY V2 REMOTES
the v2 evolutionary remote has 2 modes for programming the receiver.
Radio registration
1. simultaneously press buttons 1 and 2 on the remote that is already 
registered for approximately 10 seconds.
2. release both buttons.
3. Within 5 seconds, press another button on the remote you wish to 
register.
4. after a few seconds, the led on the receiver will go out, indicating that 
it has quit programming mode.
the code has been memorised.
this function is not possible on all receivers or all remotes, so we recom-
mend using the following procedure.
Registering directly on the receiver
1. open the receiver and locate a small key labelled sW1.
2. Press this key until the receiver led turns on.
3. Within 5 seconds, press the key of the remote that you wish to register 
until the led on the receiver  flashes.
4. after a few seconds, the led on the receiver will go out, indicating that 
it has quit programming mode.
the code has been memorised.
Comments
if the procedure does not work satisfactorily, this may be as the receiver 
memory is full, which prevents new registrations without permission from 
the installer.
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ALEJANDRO ALTuNA, S.A.
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P.o.Box - apdo. 70
20500 arrasate - Mondragón
gipuzkoa – sPain

www.jma.es
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JMA ARGENTINA 
jMa argentina s.a.
tel  +54 336 4 462 422
fax  +54 336 4 462 422
av. central acero argentino oeste 678
Parque industrial coMirsa
2900 san nicolas (Prov. Buenos aires)

www.jma-argentina.com
info@jma-argentina.com

JMA FRANCE
tel  +33 01 39 22 42 10
fax  +33 01 39 22 42 11
technoparc
13, rue edouard jeanneret
f- 78306 Poissy cedex

www.jmafrance.fr
service.commercial@jmafrance.fr

JMA INDIA
jMa KeYs india Pvt. ltd
tel  +91 124 428 5450
fax +91 124 428 5451
H-239 & H-240, sushant shopping arcade
sushant lok-1, Block B
122002 gurgaon
Haryana

www.jmakeys.in
info@jmakeys.in
 

JMA MAROC 
jMa Maroc s.a.r.l.
tel  +212 656 195 195
fax  +212 520 150 536
el oulfa
casablanca
Marruecos

www.jma.ma
jma@jma.ma

JMA MExICO
llaves altuna de MeXico s.a de c.v
tel  +52 33 3777 1600
fax +52 33 3777 1609
av. aviación no. 5520
col. san juan de ocotán
c.P. 45019 Zapopan, jalisco

www.jma.com.mx
ventas@jma.com.mx

JMA pERÚ
jMa Perú  s.a.c.
tel  +51 639 9300
av. los Paracas 130, urbanización 
salamanca,
distrito ate, lima

www.jma-peru.com
info@jma-peru.com

JMA pOLSKA 
jMa PolsKa sp. z.o.o.
tel  +48 42 635 12 80
fax  +48 42 635 12 85
91- 342 Łódź, ul. Zbąszyńska 3

www.jmapolska.pl
biuro@jmapolska.pl

 
JMA pORTuGAL
altuna Portugal 
coMercio de cHaves uniPessoal, lda.
tel  +351 219 947 470
fax  +351 219 947 471
urbanizaçâo dos areeiros, lote 67 c/v
2695-733 sâo joao da talha

www.jmaportugal.com
comercial@jmaportugal.com
 

JMA uK
sKs ltd
tel  +44 144 229 1400
fax +44 144 286 3683
unit 2, canalside
northbridge road
Berkhamsted
Herts HP4 1eg
 
www.skskeys.co.uk
sales@skskeys.co.uk

JMA uRuGuAY
jMa urguaY     s.a.   
tel  +598 2908 1175 
fax  +598 2900 6681
Mercedes 1420  
11100 Montevideo
uruguay

www.jma.com.uy
info@jma.com.uy

JMA uSA
altuna grouP usa inc.
tel  +1 817 385 0515
fax  +1 817 385 4850
1513 greenview drive 
75050 grand Prairie, texas

www.jmausa.com
info@jmausa.com


